University, UFW Agree to
Vote on Lot Purchase

By PETER GINSBERG

University administrators and United Farm Workers (UFW) representatives agreed Wednesday to hold a referendum concerning the lot-purchasing policies of the University.

The referendum, initiated by the UFW, would involve the creation of a committee to look into potential purchasing policies of the University. The committee was to consist of a university representative, a UFW administrator, and a third choice selected by the University.

The referendum was held at a meeting between President Meyer and Johnstone (Left) and budget administrator John Hobstetter. The UFW demanded that the University purchase the lot for $1 billion, and if the UFW is not satisfied with the results of the referendum, it will bring a lawsuit against the University.

The referendum was scheduled for April 3, 4, and 5, and will give the University an opportunity to explain the new tuition increase at a meeting Monday.

President Meyer, Governor of Pennsylvania, and budget administrator Johnstone (Left) and budget administrator John Hobstetter (Right) announced the referendum's results during a press conference on March 4, 1973.

The University's position on the referendum is that it should not interfere with the University's ability to function as a legitimate bargaining agent for some of its employees.

The UFW is considering its legal options in response to the University's decision to hold the referendum. The UFW's stated goal is to ensure that the University not only to meet increasing costs and financial aid demands, but also to continue providing quality education for its students.
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China Denounces U.S. Presence in Panama

PARANA CAY, Panama- China Monday labeled U.S. "militaristic role" in the Canal Zone and called on the U.S. Navy to withdraw its inter-oceanic waterway from U.S. soil.

Huang Sha, Chinese Ambassador to the United Nations, said Monday that U.S. presence "intensifies the contradictions and hostility between the United States and China" and supports the struggle of the Vietnamese people to recover their territory and sovereignty over the Canal Zone.

He charged that the United States had "thwarted the occupation Canal, destroyed large numbers of groups in the Central Zone and exploited the area's strategic position to maintain a nuclear war base in the Caroline area.

The US and South Vietnamese military spokespersons, said the Canal Zone were now under US and South Vietnamese armed against the Canal, a common goal.

He supported the United Nations' decision to remove U.S. troops from the Zone and the move would be met with "resistance and anger." The U.S. actions are "an invasion of Chinese territory, a violation of U.N. resolutions, a threat to peace and stability in the area, an act of aggression against China, and a violation of U.N. resolutions.

The Chinese delegation to the ICCS, a mission of the United Nations, stated Monday that the US and South Vietnamese leaders were seeking "to maintain a military presence in the Canal Zone and exploit the area's natural resources for their own benefit.

The U.S. military presence in the Canal Zone is a major provocation and a violation of international law, and it is an illegal occupation of Chinese territory.

The U.S. action is a clear violation of the U.N. Charter and the principles of international law, and it is a clear violation of the U.N. Charter.
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Letters to the Editor

Senate Report on the Arts Draws Criticism

In a recent Senate hearing in Washington, the Senate Committee on the Arts was presented with a report from the Ad Hoc Committee on the Arts. The report was unanimously approved by the committee, but it has received criticism from both supporters and opponents of the arts.


Main Conclusion

The letter by M.L. Puglisi and Alan Winston (LP 3-2-73) on the Arts meeting says that the Senate report does not include the arts in an academic context. It is of utmost importance to the committee that the arts are considered as a part of the academic curriculum.


Robert J. Shafer, Assistant Director, University Museum

We Don't Call It 'Taking the Fifth' Any More


University Council

Underlying Mood of Distress

Prior to the recent decision made by the University Council to continue the Development Committee report, there have been underlying moods of distress among the students.

The Chairman, Dr. Vincent Welsh, and the Secretary, Dr. Edward M. Stulman, have stated that the mood of distress was predictable as the development committee's proposals were presented to the students. The proposals, which include the elimination of majors in certain academic fields, have been met with resistance by the students.


Development Perspective: March 4-17

University Council Underlying Mood of Distress

Prior to the recent decision made by the University Council to continue the Development Committee report, there have been underlying moods of distress among the students.

The Chairman, Dr. Vincent Welsh, and the Secretary, Dr. Edward M. Stulman, have stated that the mood of distress was predictable as the development committee's proposals were presented to the students. The proposals, which include the elimination of majors in certain academic fields, have been met with resistance by the students.


Undergraduate Wood Proposals Under Study

Members of the College faculty and students active in University affairs have been asked to study the development committee's proposals for the elimination of certain majors. The proposals were presented at a recent meeting of the College faculty, and they will be discussed further at a special meeting of the faculty.


Wood Proposal

The last option pairs two groups of three, and the third option pairs two groups of two. The last option is the only one that would allow a few specially selected students to have an obvious visual advantage in the other thing. This simple fact has given rise to innumerable projects, each of which builds on the knowledge of those who have gone before. It is the rare student who can walk into a room not knowing what is expected of him or her. This is a spirit that can only be cultivated in works of art and not in books. The possibilities of creating the beauty of life and the beauty of art are metaphors of life and are valued the arts so highly and studied in works of art, it follows that those arts be considered on par with any other area of study.

Robert J. Shafer, Assistant Director, University Museum
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Kligen's Research Beyond Clearasil

The charm of former prisoners before being released from prison is not lost on the University. Even though the Science Fair may not be seen as an important event, it is the rare student who cannot find something in the works of art or books to which he or she can relate. This is a spirit that can only be cultivated in works of art and not in books. The possibilities of creating the beauty of life and the beauty of art are metaphors of life and are valued the arts so highly and studied in works of art, it follows that those arts be considered on par with any other area of study.

Robert J. Shafer, Assistant Director, University Museum
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The Provident National Bank's New University City Office

Grand Opening Celebration
Through Friday, March 30

Enter our Grand Opening Prize Drawing!

Super-Grand Prize
Sony 17" Trinitron Color TV

Plus five other grand prizes:
- Motorola Stereo Phonograph with AM/FM Radio Component Set and Stand
- Portable Refrigerator
- 35mm Olympus Camera with Vivitar Strobe
- Tyler 10-Speed Bicycle
- 19" Black and White Motorola TV Set with Stand

Send in this entry blank for the prize drawings. Or come in to the University City Office and get entry blanks. Drawings are made every day. Daily winners will be notified immediately to attend the final grand drawing on March 23.

Open any account for $25 or more and receive a bonus gift!

Your choice:
- A Tensor Lamp
- A GE Electric Alarm Clock
- A Teflon 10" Covered Fry Pan

The Provident National Bank University City Office
Gateway Building
3535 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104
Phone: EV 7-5120

Hour: Monday-Thursday, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.; Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The Daily Pennsylvanian
The Annenberg Center for Communication Arts and Sciences presents:

NEW AMERICAN CINEMA

7 DAYS OF FILMS AND FILM MAKERS

March 24 thru March 31.

A week of screenings and lectures by leading New American Filmmakers presenting their own work and the work of others.

The series is an intensive introduction to the wide variety of styles and forms that collectively have become known as New American Cinema. Artists who have chosen film as a medium for personal expression will show and discuss their own films plus illustrative examples by other filmmakers. The program has been structured to trace the development of film as a personal art form.

GRADS IN HEALTH WANTED
50 June Jobs with degree in public health, health education, hospital, admin., blood donors

Peerce Corps Posts
in Brazil, Bolivia, Cambodia, Laos, Micronesia, etc.

Visit wants U.S. June jobs with similar skills for assignments here.

Got experience you can't find in another job?
Visit the Placement Office for information.

INTERESTED IN SEX?
Stop Up For Information or Just to Talk

Problem Birth General Sexism Counseling Professional

Sun. 7-10 P.M. Mon-Thurs 4:30-7:30 P.M.

Penn Sexuality Center - Rm. 604 High Rise East

732-5271

U.S. students to be Recruited to Assist

American withdrawals were halted

in the previous day's deadline spelled out

which might mean an end to the "elephant in the room.

West Coast has

universities in the West.

FEMALES MALES

WANTED

FOR DONATING PLASMA

DESCRIPTION: At least 110 lb., Good Health, and interested in being a plasma donor to help provide critically needed plasma for the treatment of Hemophilia and the Preparation of Blood Serums

DISTRIBUTING MARKS: Blood Group A or B

LAST KNOWN ADDRESS: University of Penn. Campus

REWARD OFFERED $35.00 Per Week

CALL NOW FOR DETAILS: CH-2433

Open Until 8, Every Mon., Tues., Wed., & Thurs.

BIOGENICS INC.

Library of Congress

(Continued from page 1) commission for his book, Sugar and Slavery, and Jerre Mangione, professor of English, was nominated for both The Dreamers and The Beast. The University expects them both to accept the offer.

Despite the predominantly literary emphasis of his new position, Hoffman said he is interested in attempting to change a law which no longer allows an author to devote his original manuscripts to libraries or universities for a fee in return for the amount of the fair market value of the work to the library.

The library acquired the papers of Samuel Bowles, the 19th century advocate of free speech, who had previously done so. The University is not in speculative, "as I would have the name of his replacement," he said. "My guess is that this (a penalty) would be enforced." If Samara loses his case, it's "theoretically the Institution as a whole will be affected, unless the switch from the fast-paced, action-oriented pace should spend as consultant, his courses will reveal the name of his replacement. A member of the University's faculty was said to have already been approached by Hoffman, who has also taught at Columbia University and University of Illinois College.

Commentary

Today—Tuesday March 20, 1973

UNIVERSITY STUDENT Bob Rand directs news coverage for WPVI's own Action News.

Samara

(Continued from page 1)

However, if the court reaches the decision in the NCAA, the spokesman said, "My guess is that this would be at least a big influence on the way the NCAA [the governing body of the Southern University] will decide. It won't mean much, until the trial."

It seems to be one's case, it's doubtful whether University athletics will be all affected, since Seneca participates in a regional track meet. Even then, NCAA regulations are binding on the University's Athletics Program, even though it is a separate entity. Because the University's Athletics Program is a separate entity, the University's Athletics Program can be penalized, but it is not a completely different matter as whether it is a 'penalty' would be enforced." "Such a situation is totally speculative," added Mardel. "As a matter of fact, the University is not at this point as the court decided what's going on."
Researchers Hit White House Efforts At U.S. Communications Policy Control

By Larry Field

Andrew Horowitz, member of the
Network Project, a citizen group
researching television programming
policy, recently noted that the White
House is attempting to "centralize
control over American
communications." He discussed the
problems of this centralization in
public television programming,
commercial broadcasting and
domestic satellite operations.

He said that much of the public
network's programming "has
effected both local stations and the
fairs programming by economic
starvation" and therefore cut the
effects of this centralization in
public television programming,
commercial broadcasting and
domestic satellite operations.

The White House has successfully
laid the basis for legislation to "reduce public
affairs programming by economic
starvation" and therefore cut the
controversial programs.

The Administration's licensure
review panel introduced in Congress,
in which the House has received

Ethnic and Religious Minorities
in the Middle East

* Legal Status * Economic Status

* Issues-Dilemmas *

Speakers
Prof. George Maciel, City College of New York
Prof. Emanuel Gutman, Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem

Commodities
Edward McCarthy, O.S.A.; President, Villanova College
Terrance Tola ml, S.J.; President, St. Joseph's College

Place: Newman Hall, 3727 Chestnut St., Phila. Pa.
Date: Wednesday, March 21, 4:30-6 P.M.
Complimentary

From the people who brought you: Zappa, Incredible Suing Band, Fairport Convention, Pink Floyd, John Mayall, Mhavishnu, Steve Miller,...

EKTACHROME

Processed Daily

The photography department in Room 3-100 Barnes Building, University Hospital, is now processing E-4 Ektachrome daily, Monday through Friday.

Special processing to your ASA is available for your individual requirements.

For more information about color processing and other custom photography, call 662-2093.

Leaves the Vietnam War in an era of social and political upheaval, a new Twiggy, a new Twiggy is born. In order to maintain her weight, Twiggy has been eating nothing but lettuce for years. Even now, as she prepares to host a new television show, she is still eating only lettuce. And yet, somehow, she manages to stay healthy and look great. It's a mystery, really. But one thing is clear: Twiggy is one of the most beautiful women of our time.
The Saab European Delivery Plan. (Or how to get free delivery in Amsterdam and Gothenburg.)

When you buy a new Saab for delivery in Europe, we'll get it free of charge in Amsterdam or Gothenburg.

An offer to come from a Braun engineer.

1. Get your new Saab and the bill of sale from your dealer.

   a. Be sure to fill in the delivery points in Amsterdam or Gothenburg.

   b. Have your dealer fill in the information about Special Offer 153.

   c. Give this information to Saab of America.

   d. We will pass this information on to Saab of America.

2. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

   a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

3. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

   a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

4. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

   a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

5. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

   a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

6. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

   a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

7. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

   a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

8. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

   a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

9. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

   a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

   d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

10. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

    a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

11. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

    a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

12. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

    a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

13. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

    a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

14. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

    a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

15. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

    a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

16. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

    a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

17. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

    a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

18. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

    a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

19. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

    a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

20. When you have your car, give the dealer the delivery information.

    a. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    b. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    c. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.

    d. Saab of America will give you the delivery information.
Friars Roast Quakers as ‘Dee-Gario’ Excels

By TED MITCHELL

Providence Daily

BOSTON It was the second period that did them in. Or, at least it sure did.

No one was quite sure, but either way it did them in.

The conclusion of the second period shows when better经营管理 was much needed.

The Univ, of Pennsylvania achieved a perfect pass from Gary Lee in front of the R.C. goal mouth and powered the tying score into the net. R.C. puckhandler, Bob Yettis was foiled in the play and stopped another efforts before he could get to the net.

Robert Donwright, the assistant coach, said, "That was the period at our best and the lowest period for the Penn." The Boston Globe requested that the officials halt the clock.

The Friars were down by 1-0 and the period ended.

"I knew what he was going for that moment," commented tri-captain Read. "This season was very different from all other years. Cer-tainly it was a morgue." He concluded that he didn't have his usual confidence and ability to do what we wanted..."

Danny Snerr

Joss is somewhat easier to take this time around. For the two previous years the Quakers had to face the four Penn penalties (three to Pete Joss) in the second period of over 10,000 had hardly contributed.

"I figured it made more sense to go along and take three seconds left in the "second" period at this point and play the final 26 seconds of the game under the clock.

"We were very flat out there," said Gavitt. "That was my last game at Penn and I'm not making any excuses except for the Philadelphia officials."

If one single moment of that game was more momentous, it was the first period was very revealing because we came in...

GAY MARVIN—Providence All-American center Marvin Barnes appears to be an 87-65 triumph.

"Barnes did everything we expected of him, but we didn't stay with him a perfect pass on goal."

Mike Hubbert jammed a goal by Smith put B.C. in front at 14:15 when he received a pass from Clark Hamilton in front of the net.

When the real third period finally came, it was the first time Penn was really challenged.

Mike McQuiston made a number of in-

Eagles applied terrific pressure on the clock.

Donell, Hubbert, McNamee, Deegan, Turtora and Still all scored for the Eagles and they came back. Then they scored those penalties but more goals. Rickie Wilburn was the unatten-

Donell, Hubbert, McNamee, Deegan, Turtora and Still all scored for the Eagles and they came back. Then they scored those penalties but more goals. Rickie Wilburn was the unatten-

The Eagles had the lead and they came back. The Eagles applied the pressure..."

We have the momentum going for us when Vettis was hit, and I felt that we were going to get just enough standing around and on the way for the rest of the game...

"They hurt us the way a team has to..."

If it's not the third?"

"I think we controlled the tempo..."

The seconds ticked away, giving the Quakers their one-point victory and a third straight win.

"Barnes did everything we expected of him, but we didn't stay with him a perfect pass on goal."

Mike Hubbert jammed a goal by Smith put B.C. in front at 14:15 when he received a pass from Clark Hamilton in front of the net.

When the real third period finally came, it was the first time Penn was really challenged.

Mike McQuiston made a number of in-

Eagles applied terrific pressure on the clock.

Donell, Hubbert, McNamee, Deegan, Turtora and Still all scored for the Eagles and they came back. Then they scored those penalties but more goals. Rickie Wilburn was the unatten-
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The Eagles had the lead and they came back. The Eagles applied the pressure..."

We have the momentum going for us when Vettis was hit, and I felt that we were going to get just enough standing around and on the way for the rest of the game...

"They hurt us the way a team has to..."

If it's not the third?"

"I think we controlled the tempo..."

The seconds ticked away, giving the Quakers their one-point victory and a third straight win."

Trent Reedy and I usually shoot 10-for -20 tonight..."

"He usually shoots 10-for -20 tonight..."

"We don't beat anybody without Ernie..."

"The first period was really frustrating," admitted Leifson. "They broke our momentum. We could only control the game to the best of our ability..."

The history of the game was a super team this year; just some kids...

Thus the two teams headed for the..."

It was the first time Penn was chosen...

The second period, with less than a minute left, saw the Friars score their second goal of the game.

The seconds ticked away, giving the Quakers their one-point victory and a third straight win.

"Barnes did everything we expected of him, but we didn't stay with him a perfect pass on goal."

Mike Hubbert jammed a goal by Smith put B.C. in front at 14:15 when he received a pass from Clark Hamilton in front of the net.

When the real third period finally came, it was the first time Penn was really challenged.

Mike McQuiston made a number of in-

Eagles applied terrific pressure on the clock.

Donell, Hubbert, McNamee, Deegan, Turtora and Still all scored for the Eagles and they came back. Then they scored those penalties but more goals. Rickie Wilburn was the unatten-
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The Eagles had the lead and they came back. The Eagles applied the pressure..."

We have the momentum going for us when Vettis was hit, and I felt that we were going to get just enough standing around and on the way for the rest of the game...

"They hurt us the way a team has to..."

If it's not the third?"

"I think we controlled the tempo..."

The seconds ticked away, giving the Quakers their one-point victory and a third straight win."

Trent Reedy and I usually shoot 10-for -20 tonight..."

"He usually shoots 10-for -20 tonight..."

"We don't beat anybody without Ernie..."

"The first period was really frustrating," admitted Leifson. "They broke our momentum. We could only control the game to the best of our ability..."

The history of the game was a super team this year; just some kids...